COURSE SEQUENCE FOR CONCENTRATIONS

Students who wish to pursue a concentration in either Human Resources or Financial Planning should follow the following course sequence. This sequence will allow students to matriculate through the program in 8 terms, instead of 10 (which is the duration for students who complete the MBA required courses and then take one concentration course per term for the next four terms). This format assumes that students start at the beginning of the matriculation schedule (i.e., the first term is OB and Ethics).

1st Term: Either OB or Ethics and a concentration course
2nd Term: Quantitative Methods and a concentration course
3rd Term: Marketing and Accounting
4th Term: Operations and Economics
5th Term: Research Methods and Finance
6th Term: Strategy and Small Business
7th Term: Either OB or Ethics (based on Term 1) and a concentration course
8th Term: HR and last concentration course